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Who was Abby then? Who is Abby now? An unsettling psychological thriller, seen through a lost girl's
eyes.

She knows only Sam, a mysterious teenage boy. He is her sole companion; her whole life. She was born,
already a teenager, lying outside a burning building in soot-stained clothes, remembering nothing, not even
her name. He showed her the necklace she had on, the one that named her: Abby. Sam brought her to live in
his cavepalace, where he gives her everything she needs. He loves her. He protects her from the world
outside, from everyone who wants to hurt them, like the denizens of Circle Nine, Dante's deepest circle of
hell. But even in a charmed, brand-new life like Abby's, change will come. Sam falls ill. A new girl comes to
stay, and Abby begins to question Sam's devotion. With doubt comes emotional turmoil, changes in
perception, and glimpses of her past identity. In this courageous psychological thriller, Abby tells the story of
living her new life and discovering her old one, while grappling with an ever-changing reality.
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From reader reviews:

Christina Epp:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they're still students or it for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
various personality and hobby per other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't wish do
that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Circle Nine. All type of book could you see
on many methods. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Angel Sherrill:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. We all know that
that book is very important for people. The book Circle Nine seemed to be making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The
e-book Circle Nine is not only giving you far more new information but also to get your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship together with the
book Circle Nine. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

John Lopez:

The book untitled Circle Nine is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you. The language that publisher use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of research when write the book, so the information that they
share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of Circle Nine from the
publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Brian Rutt:

With this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more precious
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you are
related is just spending your time little but quite enough to experience a look at some books. One of many
books in the top list in your reading list is actually Circle Nine. This book which is qualified as The Hungry
Hillsides can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking up and review this e-book you can get
many advantages.
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